
Reference
SOURCEEverything Your  

Library  Needs to  
Prepare Students for  

University Research

What Is Source Reference?
The one-stop shop for research and 
information literacy skill development
Help your students start their research while build-
ing better research skills with this easy-to-use 
reference platform and its engaging information 
literacy videos. Source Reference is an integrated 
research and information literacy skill develop-
ment platform containing curated reference 
content, instructional videos, and tutorials—the 
ideal starting point for any research project or 
information literacy course.

Why Source Reference?
Students today are asked to navigate a complex 
world of digital information. However, many  
struggle to search effectively, evaluate sources, 
and communicate their findings. 

Prepare students for 
the rigors of academia 
by building their con-
fidence with the types 
of resources they will 
see at university,  
while also cultivating  
essential information  
literacy skills.  

Get this easy-to-use research platform and engaging information 
literacy videos…all without breaking your library’s budget!

Customizable home screen offering point-of-need  
instruction to highlight valuable research resources  
while students search.
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Best Remote/Blended 
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Secondary Grades

“Must-have database for 
school research.” 
—SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL
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Prepare secondary  
school students to be  
university-ready with 

Help Students Meet Their Research 
Needs With...
The Student Core Collection 
a�Access to 900+ top-tier reference titles covering 

every major subject appropriate for grades 6–12

a�131,400+ images and 1,500+ videos

a�11,350+ Topic Pages, ideal for pre-search and 
topic exploration

a�Multiple viewpoints and perspectives on trend-
ing topics and issues of real-time importance 
from trusted, nonpartisan sources

Interactive Mind Map visualization tool teaches students 
how to develop subject vocabulary and makes research 
more exciting

Cultivate Stronger Information 
Literacy Skills Through...
Research Skill Builders 
a� Dozens of high-quality videos covering a wide 

range of information literacy skill topics 

a� 100+ minutes of instructional content you can 
select from and use as needed within courses, 
one-shot sessions, and more 

Self-guided information literacy skill development  
engages students in active learning

Extend Your Library’s Reach  
Thanks To...
a�Seamless integration of federated search  

results from your other library-licensed resources,  
leading students directly to deeper subject-
specific resources 

a� Flexibility to embed content into any learning 
management system, virtual learning environ-
ment, or teacher-developed guides/websites
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